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Jack Taxis

October 27, 2015
Meeting called to order by President Matt Goodbred at 0906 hours on the above date.
Motion made by Jeff Spang to accept the treasures report at sent, seconded by Greg Lawton, motion carried.
Treasures report give by Clete Rettenmeier. Motion made by Jeff Spang to accept the report as read and seconded by
Evan Darger, motion carried.

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
CE: Lisa Klonowski that she and Evan attended the education meeting on October 26, 2015 where the CE matrix was
approved at that time.
Lisa reported that there will be a survey sent to each system coordinator but the date is unknown at this time.
The state is currently developing a curriculum for the bridge class but there is no time line for this. It was asked for a
skeleton so systems could begin work but that tabled by the state.
Illinois teaches at national registry curriculum but at this point does not was to be a national registry state.
It was discussed that the system will have to come up with a policy to determine what will be counted for CE time when
a crew needs to leave education for a call. Edwin states that he will get the education committee involved in this topic.
The PHRN classes will need to be reviewed in the future to determine length of PHRN class and what testing will need to
be completed like a medic final.
Evan gave a report on the success rate of EMS classes.
The EMT-B class has a success rate of 74% on the first attempt
Success rate second attempt is 32%
Success rate third attempt is 17%
The EMT-P class has a success rate of 80% on first attempt
Success rate second attempt 37%
Success rate third attempt is 26%
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There was discussion and the time allowed to register and pass MET exams. The state has a rule of you need to be
registered with in 90 days of the last class roster. The system has a policy that from the date of the last class roster you
need to be registered and take the test within 90 days. You have up to three attempts to pass the states test within one
year.

QI: Deb ward reported that the intubation success rates on the first attempt is 67%, all attempts is 65%.
Deb reported within a week she would have individual departments reports sent out.
Deb states that the dashboard will be ready November 2015 and rollout is January 2016.

HOSPITAL CE:
Delnor, none at this time
PMMC, 12 lead classes offered call Scott Vance for further information.
RCMC, EKG classes with case studies will be January or February 2016

CARS: deferred to “system update.”

CHEST PAIN:
Delnor, Chest Pain Accreditation Site survey Wednesday. See attached
PMMC, ASA administration was 30/30 3 STEMI (two called from the field), two patient took ASA prior to calling EMS.
RCMC, EKG data was provided by Jack system success rate is 89%. See attached
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TRIAGE TAG TUESDAY:
Edwin states that the program has ended, and we will be doing tags on a quarterly basis from now on. Scott Vance
spoke he feels, the numbers have not improved enough to discontinue this process yet he states at 5% and have moved
to 23% successful to date. Jack stated that at RCMC we started at 13% went to 77% successful. Edwin did not have data
from Delnor at this time.

PARAMEDIC CLASS INFORMATION:
Deb Ward states that the field clinical is finishing up class has completed the ACLS class, the next week there will be PALS
and by thanksgiving the class will have completed the ITLS class.
Deb reported the final will be on 12/14/2015 with graduation 12/15/2015.
Edwin Garland reported the 2016 Paramedic class has 24 students enrolled. On October 07 there was orientation class
at Delnor. There are 12 students enrolled onto the day program 1200 till 1600 hours and 12 students in the evening
class 1800-2200 hours.
The classes will be combined during simulation lab, testing and ITLS.
Edwin announced that the primary instructor for the day class is still open the EMS office is searching for an instructor.
The evening class primary instructor is Ken Snow. Evan Darger is the secondary instructor for both classes. Evan will be
clinical coordinator and the simulation lab coordinator.

EMERGING ISSUES:
Mike announced that the next meeting will be 11/09/2015.

OLD BUSINESS:
None at this time.
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NEW BUSINESS:
Scott spoke on community needs (see attached)
Jack announced that Kendall Count Sheriffs Department is carrying intranasal Narcan. The sheriffs department has used
this one to this date with positive results.
Scott states that there is a program titled “human trafficking” to be held at the Well.

SFV EMS OFFICE:
Deb announced that the annual Chiefs lunch will be December 07, 2015 she will be sending out invitations.
EMD meeting will be December 07, 2015 at Delnor. Edwin asked for an EMS representative from the Ken-Com area to
join this committee.
Edwin spoke about 911 centers merging together and he reported that none of our current agencies in our service area
will be doing this.
There was discussion about 911 texting and our 911 centers are looking at this and there was nothing definitive to date.
AHA guidelines have been released discussion followed.
Edwin asked that if any providers have requests for protocol changes additions or deletions please turn in with
supporting documentation for consideration.
Edwin states that he is almost done with all policy & procedures for the system at this time.
Edwin states that every department will need to validate each providers license is correct and active this includes EMTB, EMT-P ECRN and PHRN staff.
Edwin explained that all IDPH site code requests must be on the newest form otherwise IDPH will reject the request.
Edwin states that the BLS & ALS police is almost complete and will have ready.
There was discussion on ESO bundling that will be effective 01/2016.
Edwin states that EMS like hospitals, will be moving to “paid for performance” this will be more needed documentation
and filling out of the patient history, exam, procedures etc.
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Edwin states that the EMS Compass will show EMS dashboard for the public to view. There was a large discussion about
this topic and the key for this as well as reimbursement will be based on proper documentation, assessments and
procedures.
Little Rock Fox Fire EMS division will be moving to EHR (newer version of ESO) in the future.
EMS data system is ready to do uploads to the state but the states is not ready to receive the data as of yet.
Edwin spoke on state exporting in detail and explained what the Chiefs/coordinators need to do to access the info and
correct the information. There was a large discussion on the states uploads to each department.
Edwin spoke on transport licenses numbers and non transport VIN information.
Edwin gave information and visual demo of extracting data and validating files. He showed some errors and what needs
to be done to open and fix issue. Edwin states that when each provider has this completed to let him know so he can
notify the states this is for transport vehicles only.
Edwin announced that Dr. Holtsford will be doing some QI on department reports.
Edwin spoke about DHE and is will cost Delnor $15,000/yr which will dump into the hospital system. Edwin states that
he will be sending information to the other hospitals.
There was discussion on policy dealing with matrix for EMS hours that would begin on 01/2016. As a provider relicenses
it would begin at that time to be fair to all persons.
Jack spoke on a “violence bag” what is contains and what the uses could be. Jack has the support of the SFV system to
date. Once more details of the cost and numbers he would present this to the region IX EP committee for support and
finical backing. Jack states that Sherman hosp has this in place at this time Jack is working with others for consistency
and uniformity.
Following this meeting will be Education Committee meeting
Next Meeting 11/24/2015 starting 0900 hours.

Motion made by Greg Lawton to adjourn the meeting seconded by Evan Darger, motion carried time 1108 hours
Respectively submitted,
Jack Taxis
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